About
Havensec

Relying on our extensive experience, cutting- edge
equipment and infrastructure we provide our clients with a
personalised, cost-effective security solution. This holistic
security offering, founded upon tried-and-tested best
practices, is a pro-active response to the interrelated nature
of today’s businesses by offering an integrated security
framework that provides stronger protection against real
threats. Our clients understand that the decisions they make
today will impact on their organisation’s sustainability over
the long-term, and it is for this reason that they have
entrusted us with their critical security needs. At Havensec
we believe that a business should be built around security,
not security around your business.
Proudly BBBEE Level 3

Security
solutions
Here at Havensec Solutions, we work closely with our clients
to develop and implement a comprehensive security solution
for their unique needs. Our operators are trained by retired
military personal and are trained by the manufactures who
produce the top of the line security equipment.
Our expertise in the field includes guarding, off-site
monitoring, pre-employment screening, fleet management,
personal bodyguarding, armed escorts, surveillance and
information gathering, debugging of private and office
spaces, covert cameras, undercover agents and polygraphs,
as well as private and civil investigations. This holistic
security offering, founded upon tried-and-tested best
practices, is a pro-active response to the interrelated nature
of today’s businesses by offering an integrated security
framework that provides stronger protection against real
threats.

Services
Civil and Private Investigations
Our team comprises highly skilled investigators and researchers that are at the
core of Havensec highly sophisticated investigation techniques and tactics. Our
diverse South African client base understands the knowledge that they gain from
these services empower them.

Polygraph Services
Professional and Impartial Testing for Business and Personal Related Issues.
From Company theft to pre-employment screening, we can assist with our
expertise in all aspects of the polygraph and lie detection process whether it be a
voice stress or complete polygraph.

Fleet Management
Pro Active fleet and risk management Solutions. We provide real-time video
monitoring, and detailed route histories. Live stream videos are monitored 24/7 by
our control room operators and rear door locking are done remotely to ensure
your cargo reaches its destination safely and intact.

Armed Escorts
Havensec cargo security escorts help safeguard our client’s valuable products in
transit and has become an essential tactic to counter sophisticated crime
syndicates. We will shadow your cargo from the point it leaves your facility until
the point it arrives at its destination.

Services
Guarding
Our guarding services can be tailored to your exact needs with a comprehensive
need’s analysis and onsite training. Our Security Officers are of the highest
calibre, tested and vetted before they are employed. They are continually
monitored, evaluated and trained to ensure that they operate to the highest
industry standards.

Off-Site Monitoring
Off-site monitoring serves as an early warning system, reduce cost of losses as
our CCTV control room reacts to the event before the perpetrators have enough
time to do damage to your property. Our teams are instantly notified via software
of any breach to your property.

Pre-Employment screening
Pre-employment checks are a crucial part of the recruitment process, enabling
you to reduce the risk of hiring someone who could cause your business
difficulties. We can assist with all your pre-employment and background
screening, for you to focus on your core business.

Surveillance and information gathering
Our expertise has been invaluable in analysing the evidence and circumstances.
Information obtained to provide evidence that is required to prove or disprove
allegations is documented throughout the investigation, while working alongside
authorities in criminal-related matters.

Debugging
Our Sweep Teams conduct a detailed physical search, augmented using our
advanced technical debugging equipment. These teams have been trained by
retired military counter- intelligence personnel and by the original manufacturers
from which we procure top-of-the-range debugging equipment.
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